How the Pupil Resources are Organised

The pupil resources are found by clicking on Pupil Resources on the For Teachers menu.

They are primarily short video clips with some additional resources – stills, recipes, stories, a slide presentation about Jerusalem. These are all organised in categories.

The Pupil Resources section contains:

Talking Heads – a bank of thumbnails where those who share their thoughts about their faith and beliefs introduce themselves

Over 300 video clips and many additional resources - organised under categories for pupils to explore:

- Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Interfaith
- Art, calligraphy, dress, fellowship/community/brotherhood, festivals & customs, food, history & roots of religion, Jerusalem, key characters, music, pilgrimage, places of worship, prayer, Sabbath, sacred texts, symbols, the ten commandments, traditions and rituals, values.

Each video clip has been tagged according to the category it covers/mentions. Therefore many of the clips will be found in more than one place. The videos can be searched by category/ies and the additional resources by category and media type.

We hope you and your pupils will find the video clips in the Pupil Resources section interesting and enjoyable. We asked those who spoke about their faith to bear in mind an audience of 10/11 year olds. However, we have also been ambitious in choosing the real life clips which we hope will stimulate curiosity and discussion and raise as many questions as they answer. Our expectations of your pupils are high. Some of the clips will need several viewings, will offer opportunities to extend their vocabulary and require in depth discussion.

To make the most of the video clips you may like to refer your pupils to the guidance on note taking in Phase One of The Challenge in the Learning Unit.

Pupils also have access to some of the supporting classroom resources.